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Automechanika Dubai
Key Show Highlights:
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 Foiling at its Finest
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 Tools & Skills Competition
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 Modern Workshop
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Collision Repair Series: 
Insights on what the data trends are showing us
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Michel Malik

Michel Malik has been involved in the collision repair industry 
for the last 30 years. He is the CEO of BodyShop News 
International, the company that produces the global BodyShop
News collision repair magazines. Michel is a recognised 
speaker at various automotive conferences, symposiums and 
seminars all over the world including IBIS, NACE, 
Automechanika, AMR and more. Michel also produces and 
presents the longest running weekly motoring programme in 
the world – The World on Wheels – broadcast on Sydney radio 
and online.
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Vishal Pandey

Vishal drives the GCG Automotive & Mobility Practice that 
provides regional market intelligence, thought leadership and 
insights to the emerging & fast transforming sector in Middle 
East and Africa region. He is a leading MENA focused Market 
Entry & Go-To-Market Strategy Specialist who has been 
involved in over 100 Automotive, Mobility and Logistics related 
research & market entry engagements mostly across MENA.
Vishal has worked across the value chain with original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and tier one suppliers. He 
has led large-scale new market entry projects in the 
automotive sector and worked extensively in the aftermarket 
parts and digitalization of the value chain.
He is a regular industry leader contributing to PMV Middle 
East, Truck & Fleet Middle East and has an active involvement 
with Automechanika Dubai and Riyadh events as a Knowledge 
Partner. Vishal holds an MSc in Business and Real Estate the 
University of Glasgow, Scotland.
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Robert Snook

A genuine collision industry fan with 35 years of experience 
including senior management, Director and business owner 
level roles in corporate and private companies. Today, Robert 
is a global speaker and conference moderator for IBIS as well 
as Group Director of MG Cannon, a multi-award winning MSO 
bodyshop group in the UK and Business Success Global, the 
collision industry business coaching, training and mentoring 
business. A globally respected and highly regarded 
businessman, speaker, moderator, coach and mentor, Robert’s 
track record of industry success is recognised in the honours 
and awards his businesses have won and continue to win 
today
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Yousef AbuAlaish

Yousef has more than 20 years of solid experience in 
automotive aftersales business in UAE, with engineering 
background and MBA. He is the general manager of aftersales 
for Arabian Automobiles Co. - Nissan & Infinity and responsible 
for Dubai and the northern emirates territory. He manages 11 
branches with 1,000+ employees which services 1,000+ 
customers per day. 
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Stephen Louis

With 43 years of experience in the Bodyshop Industry, 
Stephen’s career started in 1978 when he was qualified with 
City & Guilds Vehicle Body Repairer/Refinisher and spent 9 
years in the Bodyshop at Ford and Rover dealerships in 
Technician and Bodyshop Manager Capacity. In 1987 he 
moved into the paint industry and spent 20 years in senior 
management roles across the UK & Ireland serving the 
Bodyshop Industry. His Middle East career started in 2007, 
running bodyshops in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the UAE 
before joining Axalta in 2013. Currently, he is managing the 
Axalta Premium Brands across the GCC countries. 
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UAE Passenger Car Overview
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Passenger Car (PC) Market in UAE
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PC Market in UAE to recover by 
2022, after initial dip in 2020 

Owing to high dependence on 
personal cars for commutation in 
UAE, the demand for PC is not 
likely to be muted for long 

Shift to Electric vehicle and 
luxury cars will drive the 
demand of automotive sales in 
future

Source: GCG Analysis, MEAC
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Economic slowdown and 
changing consumer pattern 
leading to dip in UAE’s car 
market between 2015 and 2020

Shift from ownership to usership, 
adoption of mobility services and 
digitalization leading to fall in 
new car sales 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike other countries where the dependence on public transport is high, the UAE market where dependence on personal cars is high for commuting the demand is not likely to be muted for long. The Country’s car market has been slowing from 2015 owing to economic slowdown and consumer buying  pattern. Gradual shift in the ownership to usership, adoption of mobility services and digitization have lead to sharp fall in the new car sales. Also the down turn is fueled by lack of economic clarity in the near future. UAE’s car market started to witness transformational changes from 2019 but the unanticipated Covid 19 affected the over all market leading to  negative impact in sales.Shift to Electric vehicles and luxury cars would drive the demand of automotive sales in future. Their big plans by UAE and KSA in building the desired infrastructure. My 2025 some minor impact and major impact is expected by 2030.  
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Market share of key players in New Cars market 

Source: GCG Analysis, Ministry of Economy 
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2.70%
11.00%

Market share of UAE OEM (2020)

Toyota Renault/ Nissan Mitsubishi
Hyundai BMW General Motors
Ford Fiat Others

Total Units
152,931

South Korean car 
manufacturers 

gaining positive 
market share in 

UAE

Rise in car sharing and mobility solutions is likely to drive the demand for 
more cars in the UAE

Future technology: Increasing Encouragement for 
Autonomous Vehicles

Changing trend from relying on imports to local production and 
expansion for vehicles in the UAE

With a market share 
of 70%, Japanese 

brands dominate the 
UAE market.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a market share of 70%, Japanese brands dominate the UAE market.UAE has been witnessing a downward trend over the past few year. Recovery was expected in 2020 but covid affected the market growth.Toyota is the market leader consistently over the past few years.Nissan has brought vehicles equipped with modern technologies to the streets of UAESlowly the South Korean car markers are keen in gaining increase in the market share over the last few years. With the emergence of ride hailing and car sharing  in automotive sector, car owners are more focusing on selling their cars to operators like Uber and Dubai Taxi corporation.The Government of UAE encourages autonomous vehicle technology. The country also supports  research & development into driverless vehicles and other smart technologies such as alternative fuel vehicles, including hybrid and hydrogen vehicles. The country totally depends on imports, with virtually the entire supply of car and light vehicles being imported. The country is trying to change its trend by slowly encouraging local production and expansions from companies like  Ashok Leyland, Hafilat Industries, W Motors and Zarooq Motors. 
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Vehicle Parc (based on 15 year sales) available in UAE for servicing

Source: GCG Analysis, Ministry of Economy 
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Vehicle Market Size by Age in UAE 
(2020) in Million Units

9 to 15 years 7 to 8 Years
4 to 6 years 0 to 3 years

Total Units
3.5 million

41%

28%

13%

18%

Vehicle Market Size by Region in UAE 
(2020) in Million Units

Dubai Abu Dhabi Sharjah Rest of UAE

Total Units
3.5 million

43%

38%

18%

1%

Vehicle Market Size by Body Type in 
UAE (2020) in Million Units

SUV PC Commercial Vehicle MPV

Total Units
3.5 million

Focus on Tourism
Stimulating growth of 
Taxi and Rental Fleet

Encouraging Automotive 
Sector 

Handful of vehicle assembly unit 
and growing 

Expo 2020
Expo 2020 to provide 

significant opportunity with 
boost in various sectors

Demand for SUV
Increasing demand for SUVs 
and Sedan to contribute to 

majority of sales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicle Market  - Age wise 4 to 6 years vehicles accounts to 35%. Dubai accounts to 41% in UAE.  Government focus on Tourism will stimulate the growth of Taxi and rental fleet. The country has handful of vehicle assembly unit aided by the commission of Autocity which  would encourage the overall sector.Expo 2020 Dubai will provide significant opportunity. The country also anticipates to have multi sector impact in this region with boost in new infrastructure support systems, logistics and commercial facilities.SUV  and Sedan contributes to the majority of car sales.   
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UAE Car Service market size

Source: GCG Analysis, Ministry of Economy 

Regular/Periodic 
Maintenance, 6.06, 38%

Mechanical Repairs, 5.55, 
35%

Collision Repairs, 4.28, 
27%

UAE Car Service Market size (2020)

Total
AED 15.9 

billion

27% of vehicle servicing revenue 
comes from Collision repair which are 
majorly governed by Insurance 
companies in the UAE

OEM authorized workshop charge 
labour cost which is directly 
proportional to the man-hours spent in 
the collision service of the car  therefore 
invoice value of  collision repair at 
OEM outlets is quite high.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
42% of the total Service market comes from Mechanical repair followed by Periodic maintenance with 35%.23% of vehicle servicing revenue comes from Collision repair which are majorly governed by Insurance companies in the UAE.OEM authorized workshop should reduce the labour cost which is directly proportional to the man hours spent in the collision service of the car that would reduce the labour cost in the total invoice value of repairs. 
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Average Billing Rates by type of service and type of garage

Source: GCG Analysis, Ministry of Economy 
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Average Invoice Value of Car Service by SUV, Sedan, Luxury per 
month  (in Dirhams) – Dealer, 2020 
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Sedan SUV Luxury

Spend Pattern of Car Service by SUV, Sedan,  Luxury per month   
(in Dirhams) – Organized ,2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
500 AED – Average billing rates Unorganized is 20-30% less then Organized As per manufacturer guideline, the service interval for an Sedan is 5000 km  years where as for an SUV it is 10000 km. In UAE Japanese car cost lesser to maintain as they are reliable, affordable, spare parts are readily available and there is an abundance of specialized mechanicsThe USP of organized garages is quality service at affordable cost and lesser time than authorized dealer outlets.
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UAE Collision Repair Trends



Car Collision Repair Market (1/2) 
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Source: GCG Analysis

OEM Authorized 
Workshop

Third Party Service 
Centre

Minor Repairs ( 
up to 2 panels)

Medium 
Repairs(3-5 

panels)

Major Repairs ( 
Above 5 
panels)

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year

Age of the Vehicle

Preference for OEM Authorized 
Service Centre Preference for 3rd Party Service Centre

Percentage of Passenger Vehicles Reporting at OEM authorized service centers for collision repair 

85-90% 85-90% 40-50% 30-40% 20-25%

Time taken to 
Repair

2-3 days

5-8 days

10-15 days

1-2days

2-3 days

3-5 days

VS

VS

VS

Insurance Coverage Insurers  Preference 3rd Party Workshop Parts 
Preference 

Insurance Company 
Preference for 3rd Party 

Workshops
Luxury Brands Challenges

Comprehensive 
Coverage

3-4 years of 
ownership

4+ years of 
ownership

Authorized 
Service 
Centre

3rd Party 
Service 
Centre

Multi-brand repair 
outlets to OEM owing to 

lower repair time 

Preference for 

Salvaged/Used 
Original Parts

Alternative

New Original 
Parts

Availability of 
aftermarket 

brand 
counterfeit 

parts 

Age of the 
Vehicle >5

Aftermarket 
Brand Counterfeit 

Parts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st two year goes to dealer at ;east 90% and 3rd year owners go to multiband due to need for cheaper rates For the first two years, customers prefer to use OEM authorized service centres, after that third party service centres are preferred.Depending on the insurance coverage, if the vehicle is under comprehensive cover for vehicles 3-4 years of ownership, repairs take place at the authorized service centre for an additional premium. Beyond 3-4 years of ownership, insurance companies predominantly provide third party.Insurers prefer multi –brand repair outlets to OEM authorised workshops which takes lower time to repairMedium and large brand retail outlets take a day for completion of most minor repair cases involving 1 or 2 panel repair work + paint jobs. In the UAE, during insurance claim, the first preference of third party workshops is to go for salvaged / used original parts and in the absence of availability of used part, opt for new original parts.Small insurance companies insist third party workshops use aftermarket brand counterfeit parts, if the age of vehicle is >5 years and if the vehicle was fitted with non-genuine part during previous claim.Also, the aftermarket brand counterfeit parts for luxury brands are not easily available in the market. 



Car Collision Repair Market (2/2) 
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Source: GCG Analysis

Front Bumper , 
18%

Fender, 15%

Rear Bumper, 
13%Head light, 

11%

Windshield, 
10%

Tail lights, 6%

Hood, 5%

Door, 4%

Air conditioner, 4%

Others , 14%

Prominent damaged parts in collision

Cost of Repair at 
OEM Authorised 

Workshop 

Cost of Repair at 
Medium Sized 3rd

Party Service 
Centres

2 X
Only original parts are used at dealerships

Higher replacement time leading to higher total 
labor cost

Most of the parts are replaced, rather than repaired 
which in turn increases the overall invoice value. 

Owing To

Japanese cars are dominant in the UAE 
market due to low cost of ownership, 
easy availability of spare parts, 10-20% 
lower servicing cost and better fuel 
mileage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Japanese cars are dominant in the UAE market due to lost cost of ownership, easy availabiouity of spare parts. 10-20% lower servicing cost and better fuel mileage The OEM authorised workshop cost of repair is almost double the cost of repair at  Medium sized third party service centres.  This is because of the following reasons :  The labour cost which is directly proportional to the man hours spent in the collision service of the car followed at the dealerships directly impacts the total cost.Most of the parts are replaced, rather than repaired which in turn increases the overall invoice value. Only original parts are used at the dealerships.Also there is No per hour labour standards adopted by most unorganised repair facilities; based on the type of repair and time taken to repair the vehicle. 



Parts Sourcing Organized Garages
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Source: GCG Analysis
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Organized Garages - Parts Sourcing (2020)
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30%
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10%

Organized Garages – Collision Repair (2020)

Geniune parts Used Parts Non Geniune Parts

Parts Margin

20-30% 30-50%
Organized 

Garage
Authorised 

Garage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organised : A- class work shops – 70% genuine , 30% Independent After Market AM. Organized  (other works)- 55% is OE genuine parts 35% independent after service market parts (IAM), 10% cheap/ local parts.Collision repair : 30% is genuine parts, 60% used or salvaged parts, 10% non genuine parts. Parts margin in Organised is 20-30 % depending on the parts and in authorized it is 30 to 50%. Around 70-100 dealers workshops then there are 1000s of independed workshops which are organized or unorganized and thus may used or salvaged parts The parts margins are high about 2-3-% in Orgasnied and 30-50% in authorsied 
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Penetration of Selected Digital Solutions in Body Shops

Source: GCG Analysis

Digital Vehicle 
Inspection

Digitalized OEM 
Repair Procedures

Workflow 
Management 

Software

Scanning, Diagnosis 
and Calibration

Factors

Penetration Level

Growth Rate

Tailwinds

Digital record of 
vehicle inspection with 

real-time update

Digital manuals and 
procedures with timely 

updates

Track repair journey, cost 
estimation, part sourcing 
and order management 

Diagnostics pre/post-
scanning, ADAS 

calibration/re-calibration

80-90% 80-90% 75-80% 30-35%

30-40% 45-50% <40% <5%

8-10% 30-35% 12-15% 20-25% 8-10% 20-30% 30-35% 35-40%

• Improved transparency 
between body shops and 
customers

• Time Savings - ~50%
• Enables Tracking history 

of repairs

• Increasing vehicle 
complexity – Will require 
OEM support 

• Aggressive push by 
OEMs, association and 
states for collision repair

• Push from Insurance 
companies to reduce 
cycle time

• Optimized resource 
allocation, process 
control, better order 
history tracking

• Increasing ADAS 
penetration in parc

• Higher share of scanning 
requirement for repair 
shops

• Transition from OBD to 
OTA diagnostics

Developed Markets Developing Markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The future car service body shops will have mostly digitized solutions where the use of technology will be higherThere will be devises, bluetooth other diagnosis solutions that give the output of the damage in a carImproved transparency between body shops and customersPush from Insurance companies will drive the repair time to come down The resource allocation will be optimized due to us of technology solutions ultimately being a win win for the customer, insurance co and the garage    
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Factors Impacting Average Cost of Collision Repair

Source: GCG Analysis

Cost of Vehicle 
Component 
and Parts

Vehicle 
Complexity 
Impacting 
Skills and 

Infrastructure

Additional 
Service 

Requirements

Factors ImpactScenario Impact

• Sensor based parts (bumper, windshield etc) incur additional replacement cost

• Cost of Sensors: $400-1,600 depending on the application 

• Light-weight and dissimilar materials raise panel cost by up to 50%
• Different parts required to cater to electric vehicles 

Average part 
replacement cost

$500-1,200

• Labor Rates: 20-25%
• Training Expense: 50%
• Capital Investment: 1.3-1.5X

Operating Expense for 
Collision Repair Shop

1.3X

• Addition of ADAS recalibration as a new service in repair shops 

• Increase in average share of scanning and recalibration service from <1%
of total repair cost to ~10% by 2025

Cost of Repair Service

10-20%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In future vehicles are increasingly using complex electronics solutions this is likely to increase the cost of parts for collision repair. Because of increased vehicle cost their will be an increase in labour cost Cost of repair is likely to go up by 10-20% due future technology in the car 
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UAE Vehicle Insurance Trends



UAE Motor Insurance Market Expected to Recover by End of 2021
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Source: GCG Analysis, Alpen Capital, Gulf News 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motor insurance premiums are dropping for all models, bringing relief for car owners in the UAE but will likely dent prospects of insurers. Subsequently, motor insurance lines are facing intense price competition and hence, high loss ratios.Demand for motor is high among expatriates, as they are accustomed to the concept of insurance as a risk mitigation tool.With the current covid situation, for many vehicle owners worried about salary cuts or a job loss lurking around the corner, the only intent is to get the motor policy renewed at a bare minimum cost. Many of them are opting for third-party insurance rather than choose comprehensive.New car sales in the UAE are still down from last year, and that’s hurting dealerships as well as all those insurance companies heavily dependent on their motor portfolios.



Criteria for Parts and Labour Claims
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Source: GCG Analysis, Alpen Capital, Gulf News 

Used Parts, 
60%Genuine 

Parts, 30%

Non-Genuine 
Parts, 10%

Parts installed in for insurance claim in Mass market 
Brands

Comprehensive coverage – Agency repair Comprehensive coverage –any A-grade 
workshop

Third party coverage

assigns

AgencyVehicle

100% New Original Parts
replaces

assigns

A-Grade 
Workshop

Vehicle

Salvaged Original parts
replaces

assigns

3rd Party 
Workshop

Vehicle

Original/Salvaged 
Parts

a surveyor is assigned to collect 
quotations from all the IRFs in its 
network. The one with the least 

quotation is selected

40% of the parts fitted for insurance claim are non-genuine 
parts and aftermarket brand parts 

• Customers often opt for non-genuine parts where the 
customer has to pay a large amount for part depreciation 
(~30%)

• In such a case the customer has to sign a transfer of 
liability document, where by the insurance firm is not 
responsible for such parts failing or causing other failures 
and upon sign-off only non-genuine parts are fitted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insurance companies have strict norms in place for usage of original parts (New or old). In specific cases, where the customer has to pay a large amount for parts depreciation (about 30%), customer insists on going for non – genuine parts, in which case the customer has to sign a transfer of liability document, where by the insurance firm is not responsible for such parts failing or causing other failures. Upon such a signoff only are non-genuine parts allowed to be fitted. About 40% of parts fitted for insurance claim are non-genuine parts and aftermarket brand parts are fitted due to the customers insistence.  Comprehensive coverage – agency repair : Under agency repair,  the vehicle is assigned to be corresponding agency and insurance companies insist on replacing the parts with 100% new original parts only.Comprehensive coverage – any A-grade workshop: Under A-grade workshop repair, the vehicle is assigned to a corresponding A-grade workshop and Insurance companies insist on replacing the parts with salvaged original parts and in the absence of such parts opt for new original parts.Third party coverage: In case of third party coverage, Insurance companies can assign the job toa third party workshop, which comes under the network of the insurance company. In this case, a surveyor is assigned to collect quotations from all the IRFs in its network. Whoever quotes the least and has capacity to handle at that point of time, is assigned the job.
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Vishal Pandey 

Glasgow Consulting Group (GCG) 

Research and Consulting

P.O. Box 445190, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 (0) 4 566 8869

Mobile: +971 (0) 55 974 4360

Email: vp@glasgowconsultinggroup.com

Web: www.glasgowconsultinggroup.com

Contact Information

mailto:vp@glasgowconsultinggroup.com
http://www.glasgowconsultinggroup.com/
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Thank you for joining us!

 Replays will be available on www.automechanikaDubai.com/Webinars

 Follow us @automechanikaDu for all updates

 Email us at automechanika@uae.messefrankfurt.com
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